
The 2023 
Short Story Advent Calendar

“We are truly obsessed with the [SSAC] 
and look forward to it every fall—both for 

the curation of stories and for the very 
sexy design. Each year we’ve had to order 

more and more to satisfy the demand 
because it makes a fantastic, unique gift 
for anyone with even a passing interest  

in books and a beautiful collector’s piece 
for those who order every edition.”
—Alex Snider, Queen BookS 

(ToronTo, on)

The literary event of the season is back again for 2023:

H I N G S T O N  &   O L S E N  P R E S E N T

25  ST O R I E S  25  AU T H O R S  25  DAYS

“The Short Story Advent Calendars 
have been consistent sellers in our 
independent bookstore. We have 

customers inquiring in October whether 
we will be carrying the latest edition for 
the holidays. The design and production 

values are of the highest quality and  
the stories are always surprising  

and heartening.”
— ArlAn HeSS, CiTy BookS 

(PiTTSBurgH, PA)



The Short Story Advent Calendar is a deluxe box set of booklets 
that are opened, one by one, on the days leading up to Christmas. 
Each booklet contains a new, little-known, or holiday-related story 
from some of the best writers in North America and beyond—but 
surprise is the name of the game, so readers won’t know exactly 
what’s inside until they start opening them on December 1. 

Contributors to the 2023 Short Story Advent Calendar include:

Melissa Broder (Milk Fed)

Thomas King (Indians on Vacation)

Naben Ruthnum (A Hero of Our Time)

Colin Winnette (Users)

Hilma Wolitzer (Today a Woman Went Mad in the Supermarket)
+ 20 more
(Please note: These are literary, non-religious stories for adults.)

After they’ve read that day’s story, readers can visit the H&O 
website to read an exclusive interview with the author. Plus,  
all month long readers can follow H&O on social media (we’re  
@hingstonolsen on Twitter and Instagram) and use the hashtag 
#SSAC2023 to be part of our curated online book club, chatting  
with other readers around the world about each day’s story.

Details
The 2023 Short Story Advent Calendar
Release date: September 26, 2023
Box set dimensions: 4.5 × 7.5 × 3 inches
25 booklets  I    400 pages
ISBN 978-1-7771855-8-9
$65 CAD  I   $50 USD

Retail terms
• Retail discount of 40%
• No returns accepted

• Contact  orders@hingstonandolsen.com

• customers a free promotional poster if they order by  
   November 10, 2023

“Everyone loves the Short Story Advent Calendar. Year after year,  
Hingston & Olsen produces the finest collection out there. Their selection is  

reliably classy, well designed, and contains the most engaging stories!”
— PATriCiA MASSy, MASSy BookS (VAnCouVer, BC)

mailto:orders%40hingstonandolsen.com?subject=


Kids’ Short Story Advent Calendar
Who says grown-ups should have 
all the fun? A fun and exciting twist 
on the Short Story Advent Calendar, 
designed for readers aged 9+. 
Includes stories by Kenneth Oppel, 
Beatrix Potter, Terry Pratchett,  
Jerry Spinelli, Jacqueline Woodson, 
and more. Illustrated by Fran 
Labuschagne.

Box dimensions: 6.5 × 6.5 × 3 inches
25 booklets  I    400 pages
ISBN 978-1-7771855-5-8
$70 CAD  I   $55 USD

Projections
An anthology of science-fiction 
stories that saw the present coming, 
from climate change to endless 
video calls to the new face of 
fascism. Includes stories by Mark 
Twain, Frederik Pohl, J. G. Ballard, 
and Octavia E. Butler; edited and 
introduced by renowned rare-book 
dealer Rebecca Romney. 

Box dimensions: 5 × 8.5 × 2 inches
12 booklets  I    272 pages
ISBN 978-1-7771855-0-3
$45 CAD  I   $35 USD

High Profile
A deluxe box set celebrating and 
collecting ten of the best celebrity 
profiles in the past decade, from  
Sam Anderson on Weird Al Yankovic 
to Chris Jones on Roger Ebert to 
Hilary Mantel on Princess Diana. 
Illustrated by Paul Thurlby.

Box dimensions: 5.5 × 9 × 2 inches
11 booklets  I    224 pages
ISBN 978-1-7771855-3-4
$50 CAD  I   $40 USD

Hingston & Olsen is an independent press based in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.  
It was founded in 2015 by author Michael Hingston and designer Natalie Olsen  
to publish the first edition of the Short Story Advent Calendar. H&O’s other  
titles include the Kids’ Short Story Advent Calendar; Projections, a science-fiction 
anthology edited by Rebecca Romney; the Permanent Record longform series;  
and the Ghost Box, a trilogy of deluxe horror box sets edited by Patton Oswalt.

A LS O  AVA I L A B L E  T O  O R D E R :

“Hingston & Olsen create beautiful artifacts for discerning bibliophiles.”
— PATTon oSwAlT

“A little Canadian publisher whose creations remind us what e-books can’t do.” 
— ron CHArleS, Washington Post


